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---------------------------------------------- WHAT'S INCLUDED: ---------------- 112 app icons, black and white. Resolutions
20x20, 30x30, 40x40, and 60x60 pixel in PNG formats Layout for iPhone, iPad, and iPod DEDICATION: ------------- Special

thanks to Yuriy Zhuravlev for his help in making this collection. SOME OF THE APP ICONS IN THE FOLLOWING
COLLECTION USED IN DEVELOPING IT: ---------------------------------------- 1 1
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✔ 112 eye-catching icons ✔ 1100+px retina resolution ✔ 18 PNG files ✔ High quality vector PNG files ✔ Black and White
versions ✔ Clear, simple instructions ✔ Exclusive Bonus: Customized icon requests ✔ Standard License for one developer ✔
Prepared for Mac OS X ✔ Designed to work with iOS SDK ✔ Hand drawn ✔ iOS 6, 7, 8 and 9 Compatible ✔ Brand New for
iOS 8 / 9 UI ✔ iOS Designer / Developer: Mario van Damme ✔ iPhone, iPad, iPod and Mac compatible ✔ iPhone, iPad, iPod
is the Device Icon ✔ Vector path ✔ Precise Details ✔ Ready to Use ✔ Hand-drawn ✔ eps, png, svg ✔ 1100 Pixels Resolution

✔ Minimum requirement: iOS 7.0+ ✔ For iOS 7 and Later ✔ Compatible with iPhone, iPad, iPod devices ✔ Support all
devices (iPhone, iPad, iPod) ✔ Pre-designed icon set ✔ Customizable: one color to one color ✔ Optimized: retina icon on
iPhone Retina 3.5”, 4” display ✔ Hand-drawn: vector shape icons ✔ Fast support: 14 days warranty ✔ Full money-back

guarantee ✔ Exclusive: All vector icon files are designed to work with the iOS SDK 8. ✔ Preview it live on the Web Site ✔
Preview it live on the App Store: ✔ Master Illustration&Animation Studio ✔ Skillfully designed ✔ Perfect for User Interface

✔ Explain the icon to you ✔ Illustration: 20px ✔ Duration: 1 minute ✔ Vector shape & Clean file ✔ For everyone: elementary,
not too much or too many ✔ Fully designed ✔ Professional ✔ Hand-drawn ✔ Vector, EPS, Photoshop files, free, Apple

Certified, only $129 ✔ Free detailed instruction ✔ Creative ✔ Vector shape & Clean ✔ Unique ✔ Pre-designed ✔ All icons
are 09e8f5149f
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Our set includes 112 iPhone app icons professionally designed in matching styles. Files are supplied in PNG formats as 24-bit
color or 32-bit color. Files are available in both.AI and.EPS vector formats. Files are supplied in.EPS format, you can easily edit
the vector graphics and make your own changes. Files are supplied in.PNG format, you can easily open them in apps like
Photoshop or Illustrator and make your own changes. Files are supplied in Photoshop format, you can easily open them in
Photoshop and make your own changes. All the icons are created by professional iPhone app designers to meet Apple App
Design Guidelines. The Package Includes: 112 iPhone App icons in matching styles. PNG vector and Photoshop format. 24-bit
color icons or 32-bit color icons. 500 vectors images. PNG images are included as well as all of your normal Photoshop images.
Free updates (Your app Icon Design is updated in 2-3 days after order has been placed.) Your satisfaction is our guarantee!
Requirements: Interface Resolution: 20x20: 80 @2x 30x30: 100 @2x 40x40: 120 @2x 60x60: 160 @2x Interface Resolution:
48x48: 320 @2x 54x54: 540 @2x 60x60: 760 @2x 120x120: 1280 @2x 124x124: 1295 @2x 128x128: 1336 @2x
128x128@3x: 2688 @3x Get this deal: This set includes 6 round social media icons to design your professional-looking app.
Mainly for the social media apps (Facebook, Twitter, Google, etc.). Facebook icons are in 24 colors; Twitter and Google are in
16 colors. There are icons for Instagram, You Tube, Google+, Vkontakte, and Forrst. This set includes a total of 102 unique
social app icons in PNG, PSD, AI and EPS formats to meet all graphic design requirements. Perfect for users, graphic
designers, app developers, and other professionals who are looking for high-quality social media icons for web and iOS apps.
Social Media Round Icons include professional-
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Latest Forum Discussions Premiumfaves is a place to share some of your best sites and share them with the world. Most of our
visitors will already know about the sites they visit here, but you may want to introduce them to your favorite websites and
blogs. The premiere badge for you! Show off your best (and most recent) websites by adding it to your signatures. If you have a
website, and you’ve built a strong brand around it, then you understand the power of good design, the great utility of clean code,
and why security is essential to a great user experience. You also know that sites without a CMS of any kind are just as bad as
sites that don’t have great code or great UX. CMS stands for Content Management System. It comes with its own vocabulary,
tools, and practices. Maybe you know… Read More » Images provide information that not only empowers people but also saves
them time when searching the web. Images are an important part of an users’ navigation experience on your website. In this
article we’ll examine the most important types of images your site should use – and why. From easy-to-read headlines to high-
resolution images, web-optimized images are an integral part of an image-centric website. According to Google, an image is the
2nd most influential factor behind a website’s… Read More »Pages Saturday, 27 September 2016 I spent a fun afternoon and
evening running around Mont Saint-Michel with my mum and dad. It was absolutely stunning. I'd never heard of it before, not
least because I was too busy taking photos in Paris with my other half. But Mont Saint-Michel is a must-see, especially if you
can also get to Pont Du Gard. It was stunning in the summer too, but this was brilliant because the weather was a bit more
serene. It's a trip for the whole family, but if you get there at weekends, it can get busy. You can book tickets at the tourist
office, but I feel like it's pretty important to know the area you're going to visit a bit to avoid getting there at peak times. So
booking tickets at least a couple of weeks in advance is a good idea. If you want to visit, we started on the tourist office website
for France and clicked on "ticket options", where you can buy cheap and long-term tickets, or pay a
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System Requirements:

- YouTube (Desktop) Installation (optional) - Stable Internet Connection (recommended) For the best experience, try the
following configurations: - WebPlayer (Desktop) - HD resolution (1366 x 768 recommended) Run the setup on another
computer Click here to run the setup on another computer After completing the setup, you can run the following commands to
enable or disable system features and services. To view the list of system services and features, run the following command on
your server.
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